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By comparing actor-network theory (ANT) and Schatzki’s practice-orders bundles (POB), this pa-
per argues that the two approaches can learn from each other in order to improve our understand-
ing of IT artefacts in organisations. Both ANT and POB can be seen as a post-structuralist ap-
proach since they deny the existence of disembodied structures, and defend a more fluid and decen-
tred view of social life. They are also a post-humanist approach because through the notion of 
“orders” (arrangements of human and non-human entities) and “networks” they pay due attention 
to the role of materiality and non-human agency in the social. The philosopher Theodore Schatzki 
proposes that the social transpires from meshes of bundles of practices and orders. Relating 
Schatzki back to the study of IT in organisations, it is argued that IT artefacts are non-human enti-
ties that are part of the orders of many contemporary organisations. From his follows that IT arte-
facts should be conceptualised as a component of organisational orders that together with prac-
tices form the contexture from where the organisational life transpires. Since IT artefacts are parts 
of orders they impact on organisational life in two ways: as source of meaning; and through pre-
configuraton of actions – mechanisms that also have parallels in ANT. When it comes to the points 
in which ANT and POB cross-swords, it is possible to argue that they have the potential to help 
each other. On the one hand ANT’s longer history and clearer empirical focus can provide to BOP 
a starting point for its introduction in the IS field. On the other hand, ANT’s principles of symmetry 
between humans and non-humans, will to power and consequence conceptualisation of social prac-
tices leads to limitative accounts. Drawing on Schatzki this paper argues that the notion of teleoaf-
fective structures and the fucus on social practices that goes beyond network building and mainte-
nance has the potential to lead to better practice-based, materially aware descriptions of the role 
of IT in organisation.  
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